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Don’t be polite and go to sleep. 

For the rest of his life, close his eyes and prepare to rest. 

It’s just that the sound of running water keeps ringing in my ears, which always makes people want to 

look more. 

“Six senses are too sensitive and sometimes suffer!” Yu Sheng opened his eyes and sighed helplessly. 

Hearing the sound of the bathroom door opening, Yu Sheng closed his eyes again to avoid 

embarrassment again, pretending to be asleep. 

But he still didn’t close his eyes for a few seconds, and a fresh scent of the freshly bathed scent floated 

from the end of his nose. 

Yu Sheng’s heart jumped fiercely, and he closed his eyes tighter. 

“Okay, don’t pretend, you are not asleep at all.” Xiao Zixin looked at him playfully, and gently kicked his 

shoulder with his foot. 

For the rest of his life, he had to open his eyes helplessly, but as soon as he opened his eyes, a pair of 

slender and white round legs barely appeared in front of him. 

Xiao Zixin was wearing a loose-fitting pajama. The skirt of the pajama covered the area above the knee, 

and the area below the knee was completely exposed to the air. 

There was nothing wrong with the way of dressing, but for the rest of his life, he was lying on his back at 

her feet. He just lifted his eyelids a little, and he could see the places that shouldn’t be seen through the 

hem of the skirt. 

“Ahem…” Yu Sheng hurriedly sat up, his heart pounding, this little girl, you didn’t know you were like 

this, sooner or later you would be pushed down by your boss! 

“What are you doing, people don’t try too hard.” Xiao Zixin saw that she just kicked him lightly, and still 

kicked him barefoot. Seeing Yu Sheng reacted like this, she was shocked. 

“Um, I just want to sit for a while.” Yu Sheng smiled a little awkwardly. 

Seeing the change in Yu Sheng’s expression, Xiao Zixin finally realized the problem, her pretty face 

turned red like a ripe apple. 

She hurriedly jumped into bed, and before she pulled the quilt to wrap herself up tightly, she did not 

forget to say: “Yu Dong, you are such a big horny ghost, never let go of a chance to take advantage.” 

For the rest of my life, there was an urge to hit the wall, heaven and earth conscience, if I was really a 

pervert, I would sit up just now. 

Besides, if I was really a pervert, I would have pushed you a long time ago. 

“You go and turn off the lights.” Xiao Zixin said angrily, leaving a head outside the quilt. 

“Oh.” Yu Sheng stood up and walked to the door to turn off the light with a snap, then went back to the 

floor and lay down. 

“Don’t think about it, close your eyes and go to bed right away.” Xiao Zixin said as soon as Yu Sheng lay 

down. 

“If you hadn’t kicked me, I would have fallen asleep, okay.” Yu Sheng rolled his eyes and said angrily. 

In fact, Xiao Zixin definitely trusted Yu Sheng. 

It’s just that most of the women have the same idea, and they say it in another way. 

“Anyway, you are not allowed to think randomly, and you can’t sneak into bed while I’m asleep in the 

middle of the night.” Xiao Zixin said. 



“Oh, I think, or I should go to the living room and sleep on the sofa.” Yu Sheng smiled. 

“Okay, okay, you are a gentleman, I am teasing you, don’t I believe you.” Xiao Zixin thought Yu Sheng 

was angry, and hurriedly explained. 

She was really afraid of going to the living room to sleep for the rest of her life. 

“I won’t tell you, I’m going to bed.” Yu Sheng closed his eyes and tried to calm the restless mood. 

The two of them didn’t talk any more, only the sound of breathing one after another in the air, and the 

whole room was filled with a strong smell of love and warmth. 

“Are you asleep?” After more than ten minutes, Xiao Zixin turned to look at Yu Sheng who was laying on 

the floor next to the bed. 

“Not yet, but soon.” Yu Sheng said, looking at the ceiling. 

“I can’t sleep, let’s chat.” Xiao Zixin said. 

“Well, you said, I’m listening, but you have to say something interesting, or I can’t guarantee that I’m 

asleep.” Yu Sheng teased. 

“Hmph, do you dare to kick you up when you fall asleep.” Xiao Zixin snorted. 

“Ah, you Xiaomi, you are so courageous, you dare to talk to your boss like this.” Yu Sheng pretended to 

threaten.  
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In the darkness, Xiao Zixin didn’t take Yu Sheng’s’threat’ seriously. She hesitated and asked, “Yu Dong, 

can I ask you a question?” 

“Yeah.” Yu Sheng answered. 

“That’s it, what’s the situation with you and Yang Zihuan? Have you even told her that you are the 

chairman?” Xiao Zixin asked curiously. 

“No.” 

For the rest of his life, he turned over and said leisurely: “Our relationship…not to mention it.” 

He didn’t want to mention Yang Zihuan a little now. 

He didn’t know how long he could hold on. 

“Then if she likes you… No, I mean she likes your chairmanship, will it be funny?” Xiao Zixin said. 

She could see that although Yang Zihuan had been to the chairman’s office twice, she felt that Yang 

Zihuan had at least derailed from the woman’s intuition. 

“Yeah, very funny.” Yu Sheng laughed self-deprecatingly. 

My wife has fallen in love with my other identity. Is there anything more funny than this in the world?  

“Then she, didn’t she say that she wants to divorce you?” Xiao Zixin fell silent and asked suddenly. 

Asking this question, she subconsciously rolled over and looked at the rest of her life on the floor under 

the bed. 

Although only one shadow can be seen in the dark night. 

“Say, I have said it several times, and the divorce agreement has been drawn up, just for my son, I still 

don’t want to leave.” Yu Sheng said. 

These are no secrets, and he has no need to conceal them. 

Moreover, during this period of time, he was also very depressed. There was never a single person who 

listened to him. He didn’t know why, so he felt that Xiao Zixin was a good talker. 

“Yes, divorced families are generally a serious blow to the growth of children.” 

Xiao Zixin replied. 

Although she said so on her lips, she didn’t know why in her heart. There was a kind of inexplicable loss. 



“Well, forget it, rest.” Yu Sheng said, turning over, ready to go to bed. 

“Yeah.” Xiao Zixin nodded, and didn’t ask more. 

Soon, there was a slight sound from the floor for the rest of her life, but she still couldn’t sleep. 

Looking sideways at Yu Sheng’s profile, Xiao Zixin thought about a lot of chaos and couldn’t sleep for a 

long time. 

When I got up the next day and had dinner, Yu Sheng took Xiao Zixin to the square for an appointment. 

Zhou Hai invited them to participate in their outing last night. For the rest of his life, he knew what Zhou 

Hai wanted to do and was ready to fulfill him. 

The Zhou family is in Kaiyang County, and it is considered to have a good face, and the rich second 

generation Zhou Hai knows is not much worse. 

When I came to the square, I saw Zhou Hai and a group of young men and women waiting for them from 

a distance. 

“Come on, get in the car, our first destination is Nanjiang Grand Canyon.” Zhou Hai glanced at Yu 

Sheng’s Xiao Zixin, and then greeted everyone to get on the car. 

Those rich second generations also looked at Yu Sheng and Xiao Zixin curiously, but most of their eyes 

were on Xiao Zixin’s body. 

Xiao Zixin today is extraordinarily beautiful. A pair of blue skinny jeans with pure white casual shoes 

under his feet. A white shirt on the upper body. The slender legs and charming figure show everything. 

When I got into the car, the driver didn’t drive seriously, so he turned around and peeked at her. 

After a few hours, finally arrived at the destination: Nanjiang Grand Canyon.  
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The Nanjiang Grand Canyon is a scenic area established by private investment. It is known as the Twenty 

Mile Gallery. The scenery is beautiful. Because it is a private place, ordinary people are not welcome 

here. 

In addition to a long gorge, there is also a ten-mile-long mountain lake. 

The first destination of Zhou Hai and others was Shililong Lake. 

Those who can come here on holiday are all righteous. Sitting on the edge of the lake, holding up an 

umbrella, and sunbathing, is simply too pleasant. 

When they arrived at the reception area, Zhou Hai and others behaved very well, as if they were really 

coming to play on purpose. 

In fact, this outing party was jointly organized by the vast majority of powerful families in Kaiyang. Those 

who came to the party were all young talents from the major forces. These young talents will basically 

inherit their family properties in the future. This time I came here to let them promote exchanges and 

help each other in the future. 

Therefore, except for Zhou Hai and others, everyone else didn’t know the identity of Yu Sheng and Xiao 

Zixin, and they all thought they belonged to which force, and they all took the initiative to talk to them. 

Some sit by the lake and sunbathe, and some sit in the elegant pavilion talking and laughing. 

Most of these people don’t know each other for the rest of their lives. 

But the two are handsome, the other is beautiful, and they are not lacking in attention. 

When several men saw Xiao Zixin, they couldn’t move their eyes even more.  

It’s so beautiful, this is simply a fairy! 

It’s wrong, Xiao Zixin today is indeed immortal, with a temperament that refuses to be thousands of 

miles away. 



Only Zhou Hai sneered. 

The income for the rest of his life is very high, but after all, it is just a part-time job, and Xiao Zixin is the 

same. How can these two people compare with these rich second generations? 

After your identity is revealed for a while, who will follow you? 

Zhou Hai looked at Yu Sheng’s clothes, and suddenly ridiculed: “Yu Sheng’s clothes are pretty good 

today. I’m afraid your clothes will cost hundreds of them, right?” 

Hahaha! Many people laughed at this sentence. 

Many people originally had some doubts about Yu Sheng’s identity. Seeing Zhou Hai mocking Yu Sheng, 

they suddenly became more curious. 

Because they all knew that the two of Yu Sheng were called by Zhou Hai. 

“Shao Zhou, this is the wage earner you mentioned.” 

“That’s not right, wage earners should have no status, why did he follow?” 

“Will it be a big boss?” 

Zhou Hai’s group of people roared one after another, their eyes full of contempt. 

Zhou Hai’s father still has some rights in Kaiyang, and there are not a few rich second generations who 

fudge Zhou Hai. 

Zhou Hai laughed and said sarcastically: “Don’t laugh, they are the executives of the Four Seas Group.” 

“Aren’t senior executives working?” someone disdainfully asked. 

“Maybe in the eyes of some people, they feel that being a dog in the Four Seas Group is better than your 

bosses.” Zhou Hai said in a strange manner. 

“A dog is a dog, no matter where he is, he is just a dog!” The eyes of a few people were full of disdain. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Zhou Hai’s several people, smiled coldly, ignored them. 

He was going to see what Zhou Hai wanted to do. 

However, Xiao Zixin on one side couldn’t help it, and said with a cold face: “Zhou Hai, everyone is out to 

play, are you funny talking about Yin and Yang?” 

A beautiful woman standing aside can’t stand it anymore, she frowned and said: “Zhou Hai, didn’t you 

call the two of them, why bother?” 

The beauty is called Liu Qianshuang, Miss Liu’s family. 

The Liu family was still very capable in Kaiyang, and Zhou Hai and others stopped talking as soon as she 

spoke.  
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“Qianshuang, leave him alone, just a pretentious hillbilly.” 

At this moment, a young man wearing a plaid jacket came over, glanced at Yu Sheng with disdain, and 

moved to Liu Qianshuang. 

This young man was called Chen Qin Shou, the elder of the Chen family, and the future heir of the 

Kaiyang Chen family. 

He had some friendship with Zhou Hai. He had already heard Zhou Hai say that for the rest of his life he 

was just a wage earner, but he had just joined a good company, so he dared to come to them and 

pretend to be forced. 

Zhou Hai told his friends about Yu Sheng’s affairs last night, adding fuel and jealousy about how Yu 

Sheng was arrogant, and then everyone said that they would help him humiliate Yu Sheng and find a 

place today. 

This is also the reason why everyone followed suit for the rest of their lives just now. 



“Everyone came out to have a good time, is it necessary.” Liu Qianshuang shook his head and didn’t 

bother to worry about it. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Liu Qianshuang, she was a very beautiful woman. 

But his face was indifferent, and a stance that refused to be a thousand miles away. 

Chen Qinshou looked at Xiao Zixin, suddenly showing a stunning color. 

Although his sweetheart is Liu Qianshuang, Xiao Zixin at this time, in his eyes, is a bit more beautiful 

than Liu Qianshuang. 

Chen Qinshou secretly swallowed his saliva and stretched out his hand to Xiao Zixin: “Hello, this lady, my 

name is Chen Qinshou, the eldest son of the Chen family, I am glad to meet you.” 

This kid still has a big tongue. 

After listening to his self-introduction, he was drinking water for the rest of his life, and it came out all of 

a sudden! 

Hahaha! 

“Being a beast?” 

Hahahaha, this kid’s name is too funny. Who gave him a name? Ha ha ha ha! 

The rest of his life couldn’t laugh, but everyone around him held their breath. 

The most annoying thing about Chen Qin Shou is that others laugh at his name. 

Especially for the rest of his life, he was just a working employee, and he dared to laugh at Chen Qin 

Shou, it was just looking for death! 

“Are you laughing at you?” 

Chen Qin Shou became angry all of a sudden, pointed at Yu Sheng and shouted. 

No one has ever dared to laugh at his name. This kid is just a working dog. He dares to laugh at himself. 

Doesn’t he want to live anymore? 

Chen Qinshou said in anger: “One more smile, I tear your mouth off. Come on, you** tell me, what are 

you laughing at?” 

“Nothing is going on. Your name is good.” Yu Sheng smiled. 

Hearing Yu Sheng’s words, many people recited his name silently. Chen Qin Shou, become a beast? 

Become a beast? ! 

Ha ha ha ha! Too fucking funny, too funny hahaha! 

Seeing everyone around him was holding back a smile, Chen Qin Shou couldn’t bear it anymore, so he 

rushed forward. As a result, Xiao Zixin stopped him and said softly: “Why bother, why bother to get 

angry when you come out to play.” 

“Well, well, the beauty is right.” Chen Qin Shou immediately changed his face, he smiled, and wanted to 

shake hands with Liu Qianshuang: “Beauty, it’s nice to meet you, how do you call you.” 

Yu Sheng sneered. His eyes narrowed. 

Just now a group of people mocked themselves, and this Chen Qin Shou also laughed happily. In a blink 

of an eye, you want to talk to your female partner again? 

Xiao Zixin smiled lightly and shook hands with him, and immediately retreated to Yu Sheng’s side, her 

movements reserved and generous. 

Simply shook hands with him, which already gave him a lot of face. Chen Qinshou spoke very politely, 

but his eyes kept looking back and forth on his body, which made people very uncomfortable. 

Chen Qinshou still wanted to talk for a while, when suddenly seeing Liu Qianshuang walking away alone, 

he was shocked and hurried to catch up.  
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He has been chasing Liu Qianshuang, and his father also told him to take Liu Qianshuang. 

Moreover, today’s outing party was initiated by their Chen family. On the surface, it was to promote 

communication between young people. In fact, the main purpose was to let him take Liu Qianshuang in 

one fell swoop. 

Chen Qin Shou felt a little regretful in his heart. He just showed his interest in other women in front of 

Liu Qianshuang. Isn’t this self-explanatory? 

“Qianshuang, do you want a drink? I’ll bring you a bottle.” After catching up with Liu Qianshuang, Chen 

Qinshou laughed. 

“No, thank you.” Liu Qianshuang could not see joy on his face. 

She came to a pavilion and sat there to enjoy the shade. 

The sun is a bit big today, but it’s still relatively hot. 

“Qianshuang, don’t get me wrong, I didn’t mean that just now.” Seeing Liu Qianshuang not paying 

attention to himself, Chen Qinshou hurriedly explained. 

Liu Qianshuang looked back at Chen Qinshou and smiled: “Chen Qinshou, do you think too much? What 

does it have to do with me?” 

She knew what Chen Qin Shou meant, but she did not have Chen Qin Shou in her heart, so whether 

Chen Qin Shou did not strike up a conversation with the beautiful woman, she did not have any 

fluctuations in her heart. 

Chen Qinshou felt a little embarrassed and didn’t know what to say.  

“Hahaha, everyone has been waiting!” 

At this moment, a laughter solved Chen Qin Shou’s encirclement. 

I saw Chen Youde approaching, holding a microphone in his hand. 

Chen Youde, the head of the Chen family, the father of Chen Qin Shou! Also the organizer of this outing. 

When he reached the crowd, Chen Youde cleared his throat, looked around and smiled: “All of you 

present are the elites of the younger generation in various families. 

As you all know the rules of our outing, I won’t say more. I just emphasize one point. While having fun, 

you must pay attention to safety and pay attention to safety! ” 

After saying this, he waved his hand: “In addition, this spring outing, our location is the Shili Long Lake in 

the Nanjiang Canyon. There are many fishes here. We have prepared a lot of fishing rods. We will 

depend on you for a while. The ability to go fishing!” 

“well!” 

Upon hearing this, everyone present suddenly began to drink. 

Those present are from the upper class, and fishing is a basic skill. 

After catching the fish, they were grilled on the spot for a while, and it was delicious after all. 

Everyone cheered and went to get fishing rods and walked to the beach. 

Some beauties can’t wait to lie down, ready to sunbathe. 

Of course, the main purpose of this outing is to make friends. 

No, many people are already holding red wine, pushing glasses to change, and handing business cards to 

each other. 

Of course, there are still a few special ones, and I have never forgotten to taunt the rest of my life. 

They are Zhou Hai and others. 

Every time I went to a place, I used the topic to make a mockery of the rest of my life. 

For the rest of his life, the appearance was calm and calm, and he was too lazy to pay attention to them, 

but Zhou Hai’s tricks could not irritate him. 



“Go, let’s go fishing too.” Yu Sheng said to Xiao Zixin. 

Anyway, there are extra fishing rod bait, catch some fish, and barbecue by yourself for a while, it is also 

delicious. 

Anyway, it’s all out, so it’s a lot of fun. 

“Okay, okay, but I don’t know how, I just think you can catch it.” Xiao Zixin smiled. 

“Nothing, I’ll teach you in a while, it’s very simple.” Yu Sheng also smiled. 

The two came to the place where the fishing rods were piled up, chose two fishing rods, and found 

some bait. As soon as they were about to go fishing in the lake, they saw Zhou Hai, Chen Qinshou and 

others walking over. 

“Let’s put it down, these fishing rods are all bought by my own family, did I say that I caught it for you?” 

Chen Qinshou looked at Yu Sheng with a disdainful expression.  
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The eyes of Zhou Hai and others were full of ridicule. 

He likes to see the rest of his life deflated. 

He looked at Xiao Zixin and sneered in his heart: Xiao Zixin, Xiao Zixin, is this the man you like? It’s 

nothing but you. 

Wasn’t he very popular yesterday? 

Nearly one million monthly salary? 

So what? Isn’t it just a wage earner? 

In front of Shao Chen, there was a pile of shit! 

Yu Sheng’s eyes narrowed, Xiao Zixin pulled his arm and said, “Let’s go back, there is nothing fun.” 

Chen Qin Shou is really hateful, so what is she staying for to humiliate people? 

Yu Sheng was the chairman of the dignified Sihai Group. For her, she was repeatedly humiliated by Zhou 

Hai and others. Xiao Zixin was not only angry but also sad. 

“Boy, aren’t you very awesome? Go out and buy a fishing rod by yourself. Dogs and trash are not 

qualified to take my fishing rod.” Chen Qinshou laughed again.  

“You can do it.” 

Yu Sheng gave Chen Qin a thumbs up, and a flash of anger flashed in his eyes. 

“Use my fishing rod to fish.” 

At this moment, Liu Qianshuang, who had taken the fishing rod to go fishing, walked over and handed 

the fishing rod in her hand to Yu Sheng. 

Yu Sheng put down Chen Qinshou’s fishing rod, looked at Liu Qianshuang, and said, “Thank you, fishing, 

you don’t have to use a fishing rod.” 

As he said, he took Xiao Zixin and walked towards the lake. 

“This idiot, I’m going to see how you can catch fish without a fishing rod.” Chen Qinshou laughed. 

“Walk around, let’s see how this kid pretends.” Zhou Hai and the others also laughed, and followed Yu 

Sheng to the lake. 

Liu Qianshuang looked at Yu Sheng’s back, shrugged, and walked over. 

She was also a little curious, how could this stubborn guy fish without a fishing rod. 

When he came to the lake, Yu Sheng casually broke the forks, removed the branches and leaves, and 

stood by the lake waiting quietly. 

The weather today is a bit sultry, and it should rain heavily in the afternoon. 

In this kind of weather, many fish will swim up to breathe. 



He was going to wait for the fish to swim up and spear the fish with a branch. 

Everyone also understood Yu Sheng’s intentions, and all of them showed disdain. 

“If he can catch a fish today, I will tell him the last name.” 

Spearfishing things generally only appear on novel TV. Yu Sheng also wants to learn from other martial 

arts masters spearfishing. Isn’t this funny? 

Even Xiao Zixin, Liu Qianshuang and others did not believe that Yu Sheng could get fish for the rest of his 

life. 

When you cross the water in the water, you have to judge the refraction of the light. Or you can see that 

it is in the cross, but the difference is far away. 

Unaffected for the rest of his life, he took out a cigarette and took a sip, watching the situation in the 

lake at any time. 

People who practice martial arts have a keen sense of six senses. 

Others can’t see the situation in the water, but he can see the distance of about two meters 

underwater. 

Suddenly, Yu Sheng saw a two catty grass carp swimming towards the shore. 

He glanced at the branch in his hand again, only one meter and five meters away. 

Not urgent. 

For the rest of his life, he took another cigarette and waited for about ten seconds. 

Sudden, 

The branch in his hand pierced into the water with a whirr. 

Then, 

Picking up the branch, I saw a big fish pierced through the belly by the branch, and it was swinging 

around on the branch. 

When everyone saw this, they were all startled, and they couldn’t believe it.  
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This guy actually caught a fish? 

A bit capable. 

Many people are a little admired. 

You know, spearfishing is still very difficult. 

“Hmph, this kid’s shit luck is very good.” Chen Qin Shou snorted in dissatisfaction. 

“Yes, this guy is out of shit luck. If he can catch a fish later, I and his surname!” Zhou Hai said with 

disdain. 

“Ah, it really caught a fish!” Xiao Zixin was a little excited, but also a little relieved. 

Just now, when Chen Qin Shou didn’t give them a fishing rod, she was going to leave in anger. 

“Go pick up some dry wood, and wait for the grilled fish for you to eat.” Yu Sheng threw the fish in the 

grass by the lake and laughed. 

He was going to fork another one and it would be enough for two people. 

“Okay, okay.” Xiao Zixin happily went to pick up dry wood. 

“Handsome guy, help me to cross the bar, how about I give you the condiments?” Liu Qianshuang said 

suddenly. 

“No questions.” Yu Sheng agreed without thinking. 

Because they have no condiments, the taste is definitely not good. 

Liu Qianshuang nodded, and Yu Sheng simply made her look at Yu Sheng. 



“I heard that you are the department manager of Sihai Group?” Liu Qianshuang asked suddenly. 

Yu Sheng looked back at Liu Qianshuang and nodded. 

“You take the liberty to ask, which department do you belong to? If you are embarrassed, you can leave 

it alone.” Liu Qianshuang said suddenly. 

“Project Department.” Yu Sheng said casually, staring at the lake. 

He didn’t believe that these people, in order to slap him in the face, deliberately investigated who the 

project manager of the Sihai Group was. 

As soon as Yu Sheng’s voice fell, Liu Qianshuang’s eyes flashed an imperceptible light. 

“Is it true that your company’s large-scale entertainment program Cosmic Girls will bid for advertisers 

next week?” Liu Qianshuang asked. 

“Yes, is Miss Liu interested?” Yu Sheng turned around and smiled faintly. 

“Our Liu family wants to compete for a period of time, but for so many large companies across the 

country, advertising costs must be sky-high, and we may not be able to compete with those large 

companies.” Liu Qianshuang shrugged and looked tentatively at the rest of his life. 

The Universe Girls team launched by Cosmopolitan Group has not yet launched, and it has spread all 

over the country. The traffic is horrible, and the advertising costs at various times are definitely high and 

scary. Generally, small and medium-sized enterprises cannot compete with large enterprises. 

The Liu family has reached a bottleneck in its development so far, and I really want to work hard on 

advertising to strive for breakthroughs this year and beyond. 

So they thought of the large-scale entertainment show of Cosmic Girls. 

But their Liu family is just average in a small county like Kaiyang. If they want to win a period of 

advertising space, it is estimated that they will have a chance of bleeding. 

So after Liu Qianshuang knew that Yu Sheng was the department manager of the Sihai Group, he 

wanted to see if he could get some useful information from Yu Sheng. 

“Don’t worry too much, if you really want to win a time slot, just try it, there will be surprises.” Yu Sheng 

smiled mysteriously. 

A few days ago, Xia Jun found Yu Sheng and said that the top leader wanted them to grab a handful of 

major enterprises in the province. Therefore, for the rest of his life, the advertisement for the Cosmic 

Girls entertainment program was given priority to enterprises in the province. 

At the same time, it is also within the controllable range, less advertising costs. 

“Really?” Liu Qianshuang’s eyes lit up, thinking that this guy was not lying to himself, right? 

“We’ll know if we go to check it on the day of the bidding.” Yu Sheng smiled faintly, and didn’t look back. 

Thinking that Yu Sheng is the project manager, Liu Qianshuang thinks that Yu Sheng must know a lot of 

inside information, and there is no doubt Yu Sheng. 

Seeing his intended woman talking and laughing with Yu Sheng, Chen Qinshou, who was not far away, 

was very angry. He snorted and walked towards Yu Sheng.  
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“Qianshuang, will your Liu family also bid for a space girl’s advertising time?” Chen Qin Shou came over 

and chatted with Liu Qianshuang with a smile on his face. 

“Well, I have this plan.” Liu Qianshuang said. 

“My dad knows the deputy director of the Sihai Group, or I will tell my dad, and then I will introduce the 

deputy director to you.” Chen Qinshou said proudly. 

“Really?” Liu Qianshuang was delighted and looked at Chen Qinshou with some excitement. 



You know, although Yu Sheng is a project manager, he certainly doesn’t have many rights. 

The deputy director is different. It is the second shareholder of Sihai Group. Of course, the rights are not 

comparable to that of a manager. 

“It must be true, why did I lie to you, and, I’m sure to tell you, my dad will definitely help this.” 

Chen Qinshou nodded affirmatively, paused, and said: “Furthermore, my dad said that when the time 

comes, President Xia will introduce my dad to the chairman of Sihai Group, as long as our Chen family 

seizes this opportunity and gets the chairman I’m sure that I’m going to have to help your Liu family in 

the future.” 

Chen Qin Shou said, looking at Yu Sheng next to him with a look of arrogance. 

When Yu Sheng heard Chen Qinshou’s words, there was a sneer in his eyes. 

“Well, thank you then.” Liu Qianshuang nodded, and his attitude towards Chen Qinshou improved a lot.  

“What are you polite with me.” 

Chen Qinshou smiled and said, “Qianshuang, let’s go over there, I will fish and grill for you.” 

Liu Qianshuang hesitated on her face, after all, she had just asked Yu Sheng to spear fish for her, and she 

was cooperating with Yu Sheng. 

However, thinking that their Liu family had to rely on the Chen family to help introduce the chairman of 

Sihai Group, she made a decision immediately. 

“Manager Yu, I’m sorry, you don’t have to spear fish for me, by the way, this is the condiment, let me 

give it to you.” Liu Qianshuang said apologetically, and then handed Yu Sheng a small bag. 

“Ok.” 

Yu Sheng smiled indifferently and took the condiments. 

However, Chen Qinshou looked at Yu Sheng with a defiant face, saying that you are a bird, the boy, what 

about the department manager of the Four Seas Group, this few words will make Liu Qianshuang stop 

paying attention to you! 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s eyes staring at the lake, Chen Qinshou felt a punch in the air, a bit boring, so he took 

Liu Qianshuang to go fishing. 

Soon, Yu Sheng found another fish, and Xiao Zixin also picked up the dry wood, and the two of them lit 

the dry wood and grilled the fish. 

At this time, everyone was tired of fishing by the lake. There were dozens of people present, so many 

fish must be caught to eat. 

These wealthy children would not want to fish after fishing for a while, and they would still be hungry 

for a while. Everyone entered the pavilion next to them to rest. 

Looking around, the scenery is charming, and there is a small island not far away, the scenery is 

pleasant. 

At this moment, the scorching sun was clear, and when it was hot, I saw that the lake was crystal clear. 

Many men in the room wanted to dive into the lake for a swim. 

Soon someone suggested: “It’s so hot, shall we all swim?” 

As soon as this remark came out, many people were intrigued. At the same time, the gazes of several 

men also looked at Xiao Zixin, Liu Qianshuang and other women, shining with excitement and 

excitement. 

Apart from Xiao Zixin and Liu Qianshuang, there were also many top-notch beauties at the scene. Could 

they be unhappy?  
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Xiao Zixin, Liu Qianshuang and other women were also hot and sweaty at this time. Hearing the 

suggestion, they were a little moved, but they all hesitated. 

After all, I am a woman, and it is inevitable to be embarrassed to see so many people around me. More 

importantly, everyone didn’t bring swimsuits on this outing. 

At this moment, Chen Qin Shouhao said: “It’s just that swimming is so meaningless, which one is not 

convinced? Let’s have a competition!” 

Zhou Hai curiously asked: “What competition?” 

“Of course it’s a swimming competition. One man and one woman form a team to compete.” Chen 

Qinshou said, pointing to the small island in the center of the lake: “Which group can get on the small 

island in the first time, even if it wins.” 

OK! 

They were all children from rich families, and when they heard this proposal, they were immediately 

intrigued. 

A young man stepped forward: “Since it is a competition, there must be a bet.” 

Chen Qin Shou nodded: “Of course there are bets, but let’s make it clear that only the first place wins, 

and every family that loses will give out 100 million, and the first place will win.” 

What? 

One hundred million.  

What is a billion concept? Although this is a gathering of the upper class, how many families can earn 

100 million yuan? Can’t you go bankrupt and gamble? 

Some of the small families present couldn’t help taking a deep breath! I was eager to try, but the 

economy didn’t allow it. 

Chen Qin Shou laughed, hell, he forced Yu Sheng to participate in a while! If you don’t dare to force it, 

humiliate them in public. 

I swim from elementary school by myself, this game is set to win! In this game, as long as the rest of 

your life participates, the rest of your life will not be able to lose money directly! 

It’s just an office worker, even if it is a department manager of the Sihai Group, he does not believe that 

he can get it for the rest of his life! 

At that time, you can allow the forced IOU, but you must kneel down and beg for yourself! 

Chen Qinshou gave Zhou Hai a look, and Zhou Hai walked over. 

“Yu Sheng, you are in a team of two.” Zhou Hai looked at Yu Sheng and Xiao Zixin and said. 

“We are not coming.” Xiao Zixin said without thinking. 

“Beauty, since everyone is out to play together, do you have to follow the rules?” Chen Qinshou also 

said. 

“Yes, right, let’s go out and play together, what’s the difference between you two.” Zhou Hai smiled. 

Xiao Zixin’s expression changed, and she felt that Zhou Hai and the two were really a bit hateful. Is there 

such a way for others to gamble? 

Yu Sheng looked at the two Zhou Hai and said playfully: “Meaning that you have to take part in the 

gambling?” 

“I……” 

Zhou Hai’s expression changed, how could he get a hundred million? 

“I don’t have a female companion, so of course I am not eligible to participate.” Zhou Hai smiled with an 

idea. 

“In other words, are you going to be special?” Yu Sheng said sarcastically. 



Zhou Hai’s expression changed, and Chen Qin Shou frowned. This was really fucking hard for the rest of 

his life. 

“Alright, since you have no seeds, I won’t force you.” 

Yu Sheng’s eyes were full of irony, and then he looked at Chen Qinshou, playing with it: “I lost a hundred 

million yuan, right? Why don’t I believe that you can get so much money?” 

“Boy, do you look down on our Chen family?” Chen Qinshou said angrily. 

Yu Sheng glanced at the others and said with a smile: “Your Chen family is such a big deal, why don’t we 

two bet a billion dollars?” 

Billions? 

Everyone was shocked, thinking they were crazy for the rest of their lives. 

What is the idea of a billion? Isn’t this kid a part-timer? Why is it so loud? 

“Can you get it? Huh?” Chen Qinshou looked at Yu Sheng disdainfully.  
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Other people’s eyes are also on Yu Sheng. 

Contempt was also in his eyes. 

Liu Qianshuang shook his head. He had a pretty good impression of Yu Sheng before, but he didn’t 

expect… 

She shook her head, turned and left, not wanting to pay attention to this matter. 

“At that time, if I can’t take it out, I can use my life to pay for it.” Yu Sheng sneered. 

“Is your life worth a billion? Don’t you look at what you are doing?” Chen Qinshou smiled sarcastically. 

Everyone also laughed, and their eyes were full of sarcasm. 

Yu was angry and grinned, after thinking about it, let it go. 

In his eyes, Chen Qin Shou is just a few clowns. What does he care about so much with them? 

Lost shares. 

“Okay, then one hundred million.” Yu Sheng smiled lightly. 

Seeing that Xiao Zixin hadn’t stopped Yu Sheng from participating in gambling, Zhou Hai couldn’t help 

frowning. 

This is 100 million, she is not afraid of losing, can’t she get it out for the rest of her life? 

But he turned to doubt, but he didn’t have to say anything. 

Anyway, the rest of his life and Xiao Zixin lost for a while, so it would be nice to have them. 

However, Liu Qianshuang frowned. He is not an executive for the rest of his life, so he can get a hundred 

million? 

She was seriously suspicious. 

But she didn’t say anything. 

This competition was initiated by Chen Qin Shou, and she finally agreed to join Chen Qin Shou. It was 

also due to the familiarity of Chen Qin Shou’s father and the deputy director of the Sihai Group. Of 

course, she was not embarrassed to ask for the winnings. 

There are five teams in the final competition, namely: Chen Qin Shou Liu Qianshuang group, Yu Sheng 

and Xiao Zixin group, as well as the other six young men and women teams. 

When the list of matches was announced, everyone present was going to boil! 

It can be said that the beauties participating in this swimming competition are all too punctual! 

Xiao Zixin, Liu Qianshuang, Bai Susu…Either they are naturally beautiful or sexy and charming, each has 

its own merits! 



Seeing so many beautiful women swimming is simply a top-notch visual enjoyment. 

No one noticed that at this moment, Chen Qinshou quietly walked aside and sent a text message on his 

mobile phone. 

After the message was sent, a young man from the Chen family slipped into the water quietly on the 

opposite shore. 

“Then I’ll be a referee for you!” 

Chen Youde, the head of the Chen family, laughed and stepped forward: “Please put the contestants in 

place.” 

While talking, Chen Youde gave Chen Qinshou a thumbs up and motioned for him to cheer. 

If the son wins this game, he can win 400 million! 

Divide two hundred million to Liu Qianshuang, and there are still two hundred million. 

Two hundred million is also a considerable income for their Chen family. 

You know, their Chen family’s annual net profit is less than 100 million. 

Ha ha! My son swims from elementary school and has won a championship. The speed is definitely the 

fastest! 

And this daughter of the Liu family, I heard that she is also a good swimmer, and this game is set to win! 

On the other side, Xiao Zixin stood beside Yu Sheng, seemingly nervous. 

“I…I can’t swim well.” Xiao Zixin whispered. 

“There’s nothing wrong with me.” Yu Sheng chuckled and comforted. 

Seeing his self-confidence, Xiao Zixin’s brows were relieved, and she nodded with a smile. 

Although there is no shortage of 100 million for the rest of her life, she does not want to lose the rest of 

her life. 

Looking at the worry on Xiao Zixin’s face, Chen Qinshou felt even more calm. 

Among the five players in this game, he didn’t know the rest of his life. 

Now that he has determined that the rest of his life is not good enough, he is relieved. 

In this game, he must be the champion! 

At this time, Chen Youde picked up the horn: “The game begins!”  

 


